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CHICAGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Ready Wireless (www.readywireless.com) announces a partnership with Peerless
Network to provide MVNOs (Mobile Virtual Network Operator) with a complete solution offering all aspects of voice and
messaging over WiFi.

Service providers continue to be challenged to provide competitive offerings to its customers with voice, messaging and
data services where traditional cellular service was limited or unavailable. Not to mention the significant cost and time
savings to providers looking to build their own voice and messaging over data and WiFi solution.

Peerless Network partners with providers like Ready Wireless and MVNOs with a complete solution offering all aspects
of voice and messaging over WiFi.

“Securing a partnership with a company like Peerless Network to provide Voice and Messaging over WiFi capabilities,
who has direct relationships with carriers throughout the country, allows us the peace of mind to know that we are
receiving a quality voice solution. This, coupled with the significant cost and network savings, are benefits that we feel
will enhance our already popular MVNO Engine™,” said Fred Haumesser, Executive Vice President and Co-Founder of
Ready Wireless.

Peerless Network is a leader in the wholesale wireless space providing a complete bundled voice and messaging over
WiFi service including all aspects such as application, phone numbers, and underlying cellular network to MVNOs and
other service providers.

“We are excited to partner with Ready Wireless and other MVNOS and service providers allowing them to take
advantage of WiFi for their voice and messaging needs. This solution allows them to help reduce their overall cost
structure and adds additional voice coverage in hard to reach cellular areas,” said Heather McNeive, Vice President of
Wireless Solutions at Peerless Network.

About Peerless Network

Peerless Network simplifies how networks, devices, and people connect. Peerless Network has helped hundreds of
carrier and service providers via innovative interconnection services. In 2015, Peerless Network launched a wireless
service including a holistic solution designed for MVNOs looking to incorporate all aspects of voice and messaging over
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Partnership increases network and cost efficiencies while improving customer experience where
cellular service is limited
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Peerless Network
Heather McNeive – Vice President-Wireless Solutions
Email: HMcNeive@peerlessnetwork.com
Phone: 630-457-5358

WiFi. Headquartered in Chicago, IL. For more information please visit www.peerlessnetwork.com.

About Ready Wireless

Ready Wireless, the premier, US based MVNE (Mobile Virtual Network Enabler), powers devices, services, and systems
on a multi-carrier wireless platform for resale to wholesale private label customers. The company has developed the
Ready Wireless MVNO Engine™providing integrated billing, operating systems, infrastructure, feature packages and
business process outsourcing. The platform delivers high quality product experiences and solid margin to its partners.
For more information please visit www.readywireless.com.
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